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 Summary 
In this article it is firstly pointing out to the fast development of the world 
economy and even faster exchange rate of goods and services. After that the 
problem of economic differentiation between developed and underdeveloped 
countries are identified with its widening gap. 
The flows of globalization are interpreted by thanking to reducing customs 
barriers and and even freer movement of production factors, particularly capi-
tal.  
Here speculative flows of capital are remarked as factor that can jeopardize 
national sovereignty. 
As for international financial institutions they are supporting the mentioned 
trends. 
All these events threaten to undermine the whole process of globalization. 
The solution for these problems could theoretically be found in some kind of 
World government and its governing and managing many trends in the world 
including the process of globalization. Regretfully for the time being it looks 
like an illusion! 
At least the underdeveloped countries should be more involved in the proc-
ess of defining economic policy relating to them. 
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The Characteristics Of Actual International Economy 
And International Economic Relations 
The essential characteristics of contamporary (modern) international econ-
omy are its unipolarization because the States have differenciated as unique 
world superpower (in economic as in military sense ). 
Neverheless in the beginning of the XXI Century some silhouettes of the 
new world superpowers (have been percieving) have been emerging (EU, 
China, Russia, India, Brazil) that would be leading to the multipolar world. 
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And in the past XX century the real world product has grown by 18-19 times 
that surpassed all that the human race had done in its former history! 
Paralelly to this world production the world goods exchange increased in the 
past century even for about 35 times! That really indicates to ever greater inter-
nationalization of the world economy. 
Becuse we have mentioned the XX century we can not forget to say that 
with its fast trend growth it brought with itself growth barriers such as: raw 
materials, energy and ecology that can' t leave us unworied. 
In the same time the demographic progression in the world population is also 
disturbing. In one single century (XX century) the whole population made itself 
four times greater (from 1,5 billion to 6 billions inhabitants), by growth rate of 
1,5-1,6 % a year (or annual increase by 1oo mln inhabitants). 
Taking into account the geometrical progression of many mentioned trends a 
crescendo is expected to happen in the middle of the XXI century. The danger 
threatens to our practical misunderstanding of geometrical currents. The people 
understand what's arithmetical progression but not what's the geometrical one 1. 
Here lies the danger ! 
Let us separate for a while from the previous pesimistic scenarios and return 
to some questions of changed views in the field of economic theory and policy 
development. 
For example it relates to the notion of “ intermediate technology” that has its 
raison d' être in the underdeveloped countries. In these countries labour force 
is abondant production factor but out of usage.That's why in the factor combi-
nation the labor force has its priority.Besides, one also has to know that the 
modern workplace doesn't produce a full effect for the inadequate ambient. 
On the other hand the open capital mobility in the process of globalization 
doesn' t tolerate the above menshed rule because the capital has its own inter-
est. This is really a novum that brings a globalization in itself. 
The other point relates to the view that underdeveloped country doesn' have 
to find its development model between keynesians and neoclassicists but by 
making its own development model (pattern)2 (with some kind of plan direct-
ing). 
This access has to be changed because the capital movements on the inter-
national level do not enable local or national economy to define their aim func-
tions by themself. 
We must have in mind that national sovereignity has been attacked by WTO 
defining duty tarrifs and by opened flows of capital movement without barriers. 
                   
1 Look for example: Jean Jacques Servan Schreiber, The World Challenge, Globus Zagreb 1981, 
p.249 
2 The views of F. Perroux, Pour la nouvelle philosophie du development, IRO Matica Srpska, 
Novi Sad, 1986, p. 59 
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For the above mentioned reasons it's also difficult to deny the slogan “Ame-
rican Way of Life” in underdeveloped countries alike in consumption and in 
production process. Galbraith has noticed long ago that the master in the mar-
ket can be a producer himself3. The other side is explained previously in this 
text when capital movement was elaborated.. 
As for Globalization, if it doesn' claim a total revision of some economic at-
titudes, it claims the need of checking (testing) some of recent axioms in the 
field of economic theory and policy development. 
All enumerated challenges necessitate understanding of this era of Globali-
zation, necessitate the changes of views in some elements of economic theory 
and policy development and the understanding of the suboptimal effects in 
some national economies as a gambit for future time. 
As for subjects of enlarged economic internationalisation of the world econ-
omy we have to acknowledge the phenomenons of international regional asso-
ciations as: EU, NAFTA, ASEAN, CARICOM, MERCOSUR, APEC and the 
like. All of these associations are seen as a road for future growh and develop-
ment of the world economy, including economic cooperation among them. 
On the other side there are multinational companies that are spreading their 
activities over many countries and even continents whose annual turnover often 
surpass 100 mlrd US $. They consider the world as a united market. They con-
trol about ½ of the world industrial production, 2/3 of the world trade and ¾ of 
the world technology transfer. 
Let's remind also to the fact that multinational companies according to their 
power apply mechanism of transfer prices that remove the world economy 
from the rational division of labor as a legacy with negative connotation. 
Taking into account the former statements one has to notice that the turnover 
of goods and services in the world has been greatly facilitated due to the signi-
ficant reduction of the average custom protection from 15- 2o% in the middle 
of XX century to approximately 4% nowadays. This is the sign of Globaliza-
tion trend. 
Nevertheless, it shouldn't be forgotten that the polarisation process has been 
forwarding between developed and underdeveloped countries. On the begin-
ning of the XX century it was 7:1 ratio to the benefit of developed counties and 
at the end of this century it was more than 15:1! (with future tendency to 
widen).4  
It is not harmless, not from economic nor political sense. 
All this look like a bomb that can explode, God knows where and how! 
                   
3 J.K. Galbraith: wellknown book: The New Industrial State 
4 Underdeveloped countries bring themselves some kind of blame because of their uncontrolled 
demographic current where the annual increase of population attaign between 2-3% that leads to 
demographic explosion and to the decrease of national product per capita.  
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All these trends are dangerous and some kind of World government should 
govern them, but regretfully it doesn't exist.  
But beside indicated characteristics of globalization one needs to remark that 
other things belonging to this issues, to the phenomenon of globalization are 
spreading to all civilization values i.e. to all sides of human life and work. 
Ergo, it relates to demographic currents, energy barriers, global question of 
food, cosmos conquest, organized criminal, question of peace and armament, 
international terrorism and other danger connected to the world peace. 
With previous facts we enter the field of world order where fundamental 
world interdependence is included as a disposition of power and relation in the 
world that precisely makes a substratum of the new world order.  
The question of state economic sovereingty is attached here but not only 
economic one. 
Disproportion In The Actual World 
As we stated before, parallely with fast economic currents we meet signifi-
cant disproportions and differencies. They relate to:economic sphere,cultural 
sphere, historical and religious differencies and class-social differencies. 
As far as economic sphere is concerned the national product by countries 
groups seems to be interesting for an illustration: 
 
Table 1: World GNP by countries groups in 2002. 
 by % 
Countries group Population GNP GNP(purchasing power) 
Poor   40,2  3,4  10,7 
Middle-wealth  44,2  16,0  32,8 
Wealth  15,5  80,6  56,5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100,0 
Source: World Bank, Development Report 2004., p.253 
  
The structure by countries groups show great disproportions (inequalities). 
By purchasing power, for sure, the relation reduces but nevertheless in 2002. 
year it attaigned the score 15:1 (according to GNP per capita) between wealthy 
and poor countries groups which is still enormous. 
 The other illustration confirms the above cited fact.Look at the next table: 
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Table 2: Disposition of power in trade system 
  
Indicators USA EU Japan Other coun-
tries. 
% in worldGNP 30 29 14 27 
% in goods expoprt 13 38 8 41 
% in foreign capital in-
vest. 
20 57 5 18 
Source: UNCTAD Handbook of Statistics 2001. 
 
UNCTAD World Investment Report 2001.WTO Annual Report 2001.,(V. 
Vukmirica –N.Špirić, Ekonomska i monetarna integracija Evrope, p. 24) 
The cited illustration confirms the assumption about enormous disproportion 
in the disposition of GNP and particularly about disposition of foreign capital 
investment. 
How to look at the future? 
Taking into the account a reached level of development, particularly from 
the point of view of developed countries and maintenance of their high level of 
employment, future situation will depend on the future market (world market) 
capacity of absorption. 
Than it leads to a conclusion that support to the underdeveloped countries 
for their development really equalize that support to investment 5 because a de-
velopment of the underdeveloped countries leads to the enlarged capacity of 
the whole market.  
Probably a historical moment in which that fact should be considered has 
come! 
The reasons aren' t only political but it involve economic interest of the most 
developed countries. 
And let us remind now of a small detail that 0,7% of GNP, as a support for 
the development of undeveloped countries, by recommendation of UN, fails to 
realize. 
However, there are optimistic possibilities. 
As for future perspective, for example, it is estimated that “modern East” 
with its ambitious economy will realize favorable results thanks to adventages 
of its value orders and its development models (founding on diligence, saving, 
strong familial relations and its respect for the state authority). 
Chine, also became the fourth industrial producer in the world, with an esti-
mation to reach USA by 2041. year6  
                   
5 Look for example: J.Naisbitt, Megatrends, Globus, Zagreb, 1985.  
6 Vujo Vukmirica; Nikola Špirić, Ekonomska i monetarna integracija Evrope, Ekonomski 
fakultet, Banja Luka, 2005. p.58 
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Further, one shouldn' t forget that South American countries nearly made an 
economic and political group of 12 countries with the ambition to make an in-
tegration similar to the EU, in order to unite all the Continent of South America 
and in 15 years to create a common market and a common currency. 
Certainly there are other illustrations that point out the possible good pers-
pectives for an amelioration in some respect to the position of underdeveloped 
countries. For example, the group: Brazil, Russia, Chine-India, is expected to 
surpass GNP of G-7 untill 2050 year7. 
So, there is a hope that a dangerous disproportion between developed and 
underdeveloped countries will be restrained and stopped in time. 
 Otherwise: Periculum in mora! 
Globalization And Market Fundamentalism 
The threads of globalization have been seen through enlargement and sprea-
ding of exchange in the world economy. It was already identified by participa-
tion of international trade in the world GNP that increased from 7% by the 
middle of XX century to approximately 25% at present time (and to 3o% in 
underdeveloped countries). 
Besides exchanges of goods and services , the globalization means move-
ment of capital and other production factors (labour force, technology, infor-
mation and the like). 
But, what brings the unrest, relates to the free capital movement that in some 
kind assume the traits of speculative flows. It is to some extent the consequence 
of phenomenon of autonomous world economy of money, capital and invest-
ment. And so, money and capital flows became several times bigger than the 
flows of world production and exports. 
That's why the need of regulation is pointed out particularly to movement of 
short-term capital. 
The possibilities of such a phenomenon have disturbed long ago the fathers 
of IMF Keynes and White because they were worried (concerned) that finan-
cial currents (flows) will become the independent variables and disturbing po-
wer that could destabilize the market. 
Many world authorities pointed out that problem as follows: Helmut Shmit, 
former German chancellor, Amartya Sen, Nobel Prize recipient in Economics, 
Henry Kissinger, former American Secretary of State, Joseph Stiglitz, american 
Nobel Prize recipient in Economics, George Soros, famous financial magnate 
and the like. All of them pointed out that the market fundamentalism can lead 
to the globalization disaster and that insolent capitalism can in itself bring la-
tent danger as former capitalism did when it caused generation of Marxism. 
                   
7 Ibidem, p.55 
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Next to the previous things the question of democracy (or better to say the 
understanding of democracy) in the world context as an inherent element of 
globalization process is not an undoubtful category. It is bound to historically 
conditioned views. By Huntington8 there are more civilization conditioned 
views. 
On the Far East, Konfucie' s spirit is still hanging in the air and according to 
him: a collective has a priority above an individual, the responsability above 
individual's rights and state's authority above democracy. It's evidently a value 
system of some other civilization. 
As for globalization results up to now we can conclude: 
• that developed countries have had more benefits, 
• that in the transition process from former socialism countries into the 
market economy the preferences were on the side of new “religion” of 
liberalism with its “shock therapy” with rapid opening of local market, 
fast privatization process, with fiscal strongness, with economic reforms 
without social reforms, without domestic institutions and without social 
programs. 
 
And so, instead of Marxism “religion” came new “religion” of liberalism by 
neoclassical economic model. 
In relation to hasty opening of domestic market supported by Washington 
consensus with IMF and WB as its main protagonists, in many countries under 
transition, mafia capitalism emerged and the absence of promised results that 
had to be brought with market economy occured. 
Taking into account the main actors of globalization, performed pressure on 
poor countries to move trade barriers and on the other hand, wealthy countries 
to retain some of them, Joseph Stiglitz calls that an opened hypocrisy. 
What produced globalization process in countries under transition are mainly 
unemployment, social differentiation , inequalities and a loss of so-called social 
capital ( in the sense of confidence in institutions). 
Next, let's notice that frequent currency operations with devaluation and re-
valuation caused running away of capital abroad while international borrowes 
undermined national sovereignty. 
Also sometimes political pressures were corrupted and fast change left no 
time for cultural adaptations. 
Taking into consideration a reverse of transition, Josef Stiglitz as a critic of 
globalization process, presents himself as an oponent to the extreme reform 
strategies. 
                   
8 See more details: Samuel Huntington, The Clashes of Civilizations and Remaking of the World 
Order, CID Podgorica- Romanov Banja Luka, 2000. 
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Behavior of IMF was charectirized by supporting those countries which 
practised such an economic policy that lead to reduction of budget deficit, in-
crease of interest rate, overestimation of domestic currency and the like 9. The 
final aim was to beat the inflation, to eliminate the inflation as a cancer of the 
economy but it really means to narrow space for economic activities (sic!). 
That is that reverse of medal! 
It looks like that such economic policy has lost clasp with some foundations 
of theory and policy of economic development. 
Here lies a question: Is it better to eliminate inflation definitely with reduced 
economic growth or to secure considerable economic growth with a tolerable 
level of inflation? Galbraith would choose the second alternative (Look “The 
Good Society”!). 
Stiglitz isn' t satisfied with IMF when it comes to development question, 
when it comes to governing with crisis and to transition from communism to-
ward capitalism. 
So it happens that in international institutions that are making decisions 
about underdeveloped countries there is a lack of qualified representatives from 
these countries. 
There is an assumption that commercial or financial interests of international 
institutions dominate. They communicate mainly with ministries of finance and 
trade in undeveloped countries and so together they dominate the scene. 
There is no World government that would assume responsibilities in the 
name of people in all countries and supervise the process of globalization (as 
once national government supervised the proces of nationalisation). 
Theoretically it looks like a nice idea unless it is an Utopia. 
Let's finish with Stiglitz views with his supporting the fair distribution of 
fruits in the world! (which for the time being looks like far away aim if not ide-
alistic)! 
For economists there is a message to try to find an alternative to Washington 
consensus attitudes for different way of development and growth! 
Final (Conclusion) Considerations 
In the past century the World economy showed very fast growth. The overall 
output increased for 18-19 times. Never in human history these currents were 
so rapid. But in the same time the polarization between developed and unde-
veloped countries has enlarged (mesuring by national product per capita). From 
the beginning of this century till the end a distance increased from 7:1 to 15:1! 
Further, by that time, the exchange level magnified for about 35 times! 
                   
9 That kind of economic policy corresponds to developed countries but not to underdeveloped 
ones. Latin's would say: Quod licet Iovi... 
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This trend expresses a process of globalization and besides exchange of 
goods and services also encompass movements of factors of production, parti-
cularly a movement of capital. 
In actual age there is ever greater liberalisation in the economy and market 
fundamentalism. 
From the point of view of underdeveloped countries the difficulties appear 
just for a free movement of capital that jeopardize the national sovereignty. 
A part of support for all these currents derive from world financial institu-
tions. 
At the same time one must warn that the protagonists of globalization sti-
mulate such an economic policy, which restrains economic development that 
produces economic inequalities and lessens impetus for investment with run-
ning away of domestic capital abroad. But one shouldn't forget that even the 
largest democracy doesn't tolerate too big suffering in the name of free market. 
To tell the truth, globalization brings in itself, mutatais mutandis, potential 
favorable effects for developed and underdeveloped countries but under the 
condition that economic policy should be managed in the interest of both 
countries which could be realized by the World government. 
Since it doesn't exist, underdeveloped countries should be more included in 
formulating the economic policy that relate to them. 
And Stiglitz himself defends the globalization, but with more human face. 
Lastly, it should be said that interest for economic development of underde-
veloped countries lies in economic interest of developed countries as well.  
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